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I, Satroductlon 

mem® first studies raade on the stability of hydrophobic sols 

were 1§mm- of Hardy3- who postulated that the stabilizing iaftoes.ee was the 

electric charge carried by the colloidal particle and that when this charge 

was reduced to mm by added electrolytes, the sol would coagulate. 
n q 

,A few years later to 1915# fends ,J to experiments os the electro¬ 

phoretic velocities of oil droplets sad arsenic trisulfide sol found that 

the suspensoids remised stable until the eleclroptaetie velocity, cad 

therefore the seta potential, ms reduced to a minimum, This Minima had a 

definite value greater than zero. These results led life to postulate a 

‘■’critical seta potential" for cad* suapmeoid. He ms able to obtain this 

definite value of the seta potential by coagulation of the sol by various 

electrolytes with the exception that salts of monovalent cations such as 

SCI would produce coagulation while the colloid particles retained a si- 

gmtioml velocity almost equal to that of the original sol. This ahnor- 

mality has been corroborated by ErcundHch sad 2eh, Kruyt sad van der 
«5 6 

Villigea, and Muhherjee and BaichoudS'iitri. These investigators found that 

a large smjority of negatively charged sols showed exceptional behavior 

with, salts of raonovalent cations. 
« 

Briggs proved conclusively that It is not a question of mono- 

valency of the cation by tovestigatlons of the criticsal mobility of various 

sols coagulated by strychnin® and new fuchsia. -salts. These noravslenfc ca¬ 

tions belong to a group of basic organic substances which are very highly 
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adsorbed at all negative interfaces# Jtet&xtBiaahlons of critical mobilities 

made •with these wmmZmfo cation .salt® as the coagulating electrolytes 

gave the case mlnigss® mine as obtained with polyvalent cation salts of 

tfe© inorganic type* 

■The asxsaalous behavior of motive sols toward maovalent inorganic 

salts Induced Mukherje© to discard the Uholo concept of a critical mobility 

or ©. critical seta potential* Wsm'mr, other authors have not teen so 

ready to abandon the idea due to this almomailty, especially since the be¬ 

havior of positive sols toward monovalent coagulating anions is perfectly 

mraal, as shorn hy Ghosh® In experiments vital positive ferric oxide sol. 

The supposition has Men advanced that If the sols under investi¬ 

gation uere sufficiently TOsodisp'erBe in chameter, the ©haemal effect of 

monovalent cations on the critical seta potsatiaJL might disappear. ■ Pre- 
q 

view® uorlc has Men dene vlth this problem by Poulser/ uho made ultrsmiero- 

scopic determinations of the critical mobility. However, hi® values "being 

®o mich 2omr than any obtained previously have been set said© smiting 

corroboration by other methods. 

tihe object of th® present research « to Investigate the be- 

hauler of jBcnodisperse negative sols toward potassium chloride. For com¬ 

parison of tbe critical set® potential values obtained, dominations 

vers also made with barium chloride a® the eoagalattBg electrolyte. 
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IX. Igm^isenMl 

Xft© following methods of preparation of th© sols to bo tmreati* 

gated were esteem with ti© significant properties of the mmItlng sola In 

view; aateiy that the sols produced were iteoMsims© Ia ctextefesr* ana 

that dialysis ma. not repaired for purification or stabiitmtiott, Ifeno* 

disparity was mturally a Mtieeslfr since the thole problem hinged cm 

the ascissw&ion that tbs sola investigated vaa of uniform article else* 

Selections of projgaratey methods were mfi© from © wide variety listed by 

Welser.2,0 

file aversion to mphoying dialysis in the methods of prepmtioa 

was based on the research of telllday2,1 t&o stewed that the mobility and 

tterefore the seta potential of nuclear gold tela dtasagsd during dialysis, 

A gold sol was prepared by the ©losaic method of Faraday''K‘ with 

a saturated. solution of ptesjterous in ether as the reducing agent. SO 

1200 os of pare water wre added 25 ee of 0.#/; ohloraTuric acid and 30 eo of 

0.18 S sodiiM carbomt© follow'd by the addition of 10 00 of the reducing 

agent. After 15 isiautes the reduction mixture was boiled to remove the 

excess ether and © clear red gold sol containing ,52 grate of gold pm 

liter wm obtained. Excess pho®t!»ruo wm removed by oxidation with a 

current of air. 
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The colloidal particles formed by this method are so fine that 

they cannot be seen in te© ultranicrasoope. Shis inability of the ultra* 

mltmtimg® to detest the particles places the particle si m as less then 

10 mu Is dimeter. It also indicates that the gold ml Is sufficiently 

K»ii©perse.. 

Slim* Sol 

ensphered with satisfactory results. A nuclear sol m& prepared by the re* 

dustier ©f a toiling solution of 15 sc of 1$ silver nitrate in mm liter 

of .pur© rater conteinlag 5 cc of eanoniw hydxoxi&e (specific gravity *P5) 

•with SO eo of a saturated solution of phosphorus in ether, 'fhe nuclear 

sol ms Immediately wed la the preparation of a silver sol of uniform 

particle sis®. 

To one lit®1 of pure rater containing 85 cc of 2$ silver nitrate 

end 5 co of asiaonim hydroxide ms added tec nuclear ml end this mixture 

ms reduced -with 10 cc of Q.% hy&ratine hydrate. The sol obtained ms a 

clear bright yellow with greenish blue particles and. contained *13 grass 

of silver per liter. The complete procedure ms carried out in tits darfc. 

With silver, methods involving reduction in tee presence of a 

nuclear solution ere standard procedures for te© preparation of sols of 

Separation of a eelealuta sol of uniform particle site Involved 

a slight modification of tee method of Kruyt and van Arkel,^ In a pyres 

beate, 550 cc of pur© water containing 30 cc of a 1.® solution of hydra 

cine lysate were brought to the boiling temperature and 85 cc of a 0.2M 



eolation of sodium celerite were quickly added. After tile ©el readied a 

’feller color, 5 os more of the sodium selenite were added* file sol mm al* 

loved to cool for 15 minutes ©ad then ms dilated to 3 l/s tims it© original 

toll®* In appearance, the sol ted a rich smtem*»red color and analysis 

showed that it contained .40 grams of eelenim per liter. 

B.». . Eloctmthoreoig Apparatus 

file electrophoretic mobility zmmaremsnta observed in this research 

were detemdned by the macroscopic moving boundary technique, with a modi¬ 

fied Burton U-tuhf ajqaamtus teftsloped. by Brice ©nd tents.16 A: diagram of 

tile apparatus is. shown in Figure 1* 

Hie win tihtub© tee two ©id® SOT© whose object is to prevent 

polarization products of the min electrodes tsm migrating late the center 

©actios* fte side arm are of sufficient length so that OH* ions liberated 

at the cathode ©si 2nH’ ions formed at the anode will not migrate into the 

min tube during the time required for a "mm", fterefen© any change is 

ionic concentration or resistance is confined to the side arm. Under a 

potential gradient of 1.3 volta/oa., which mo the gradient in ail oases, 

the OH* ions which are tte fester moving migrate 5 cm. in 30 minutes (tine 

of duration of a "run”). Hie length of each side am is approximately IB 

Classing at the min electrodes is prevented by using a solid 

tin© cylinder as the anode and a hollow lead cylinder on which JbOg mm 

formed as the cathode. Hils choice of electrodes prevents the liberation 

of hydrogen and oxygen since- at the catted© the Fb0g is FbO reaction and 

at the anode the 2n to 2h reaction take preference over the umrnl 
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Figure I 
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electrelysie of mter reactions,. 

a©-electrodes in the main tube are small platissm vires sad are . 

ccamscfced to a voltmeter telte serves a teal panose* At the beginning 

of a W the voltmeter is used to detemiae tee potential applied at the 

main eleetretes. teis potential ms s&reys 100 volts* Poring the "run1* 

the voltmeter is used to teete the ocmstancr of the potential ipadleat 

aotess the sain tats and any deviation is corrected by illicitly varying the 

resistance in the prliaaxy circuit, teis ceispmatec for any teange la re* 

sistanre In the site anas tee to forest!*® of etectFolyslij protects at the 

main eleetradss. 

tee filling tab® Is equipped 14th a stopcock to control the 

rate at teite the staple floes into the 0*tube. tee scale used to measure 

the disrate trereered by the boundary is a Becknojm theaneneter scale 

uhleh ms calibrated with a rete«t«eter. It ms found that the scale res 

Maesrly graduated uite sate division ©teal to .0432 m. She scale is 

vicred through a telescope capable of moving in mgr vertical plane, fh© 

teole apparatus is illuminated with an intense beam of light. 

te© actual mmmmmM of the mobility of the colloidal particleo 

rere mate eaassee ©ample of tee sol to be investigated* A beandssy res 

farmed betresn the col and its ultrafiltrate, mite in all cases res tee 

liquid above tee sol, end tee distance' throu^i teite tee bmmtey sored 

in |d minutes under a potential gradient of 1.3 volts/m, re® observed 

through tee telescope, tee ftauat&n of a boundary res facilitated by tee 

addition of 9 co of *91 sucrose solution to SO eo of tee sol* this is in 



acc&rteac© with expcrtos-nta j^ritataed by Iteihrop sad Cullen* vim shoved 

that sucrose eolutloaa up to *5M coruseat^atioa praiateao change Ja the mo** 

MXity of colloidal jgorfsioles* $o ws&'&m their experiments, two mmjmsr©- 

meats wir# sate with guM sol omplm to which m sucrose w sites, and 

agreement lit smmili ais & the preset of sucrose w within the 

ear^a of ©^perteatai error (see table II). 

The ultxmfiitmt© ms used as the supernatant liguld above the 

sol since It tei the same conductivity as the sol itself. blteaf iltmtion 

vast aeocsaplished by passing the sol through a cellophane membrane supported 

by a niefcel screen imter a pressure of 10) poimte of nitrogen per square 

i3U$u 

• In^easing concentration of electrolytes •sere sited to the ml 

sad ultrafiltrate and the decrease is mobility up to m& beyond the coagu¬ 

lation. point was measured* It was possible to obtain value© beyond the 

coagulation point os coagulation mite© mr© determined over on ei$it hour 

period end tliex’efore of eleetrolyfc# ha excess of that tec#©- 

ssry to produce coagulation mild be added and the sol 'would still 'be 

stable during the time duration of a run. However, the liability and seta 

potential mines wart at their rniataa and so mines beyond the coagulation 

point were merely cheeks on the critical seta potential. 

Ihe following relattenshina ©re those tavslvod In. the calculations 

of liiabiMti©© and sots potentials. Migrations! velocity 1© the average 

rate Of motion of the bonadarles in the b-tube, or a *=* l/s(d^ 4 dg)o/t 

uhere % ©ad dg are the observed number of scale divisions moved by the 

rising ©nd felling Interfaces? e is the number of centimeters per ©ml© 

division* and t is the time In eeconds daring which the migration ms 
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&XPamd to continue:, Ife electrophoretic ssoMllty 1© merely ill© Migrations! 

velocity tm&er a potential gradient of 1 volt/css. * or v « u/d idler© 1 Is 

the potential drop ttemgh, tbe liquid* 

Seta potential is related to t&s slgsfatlcw&l velocity hy tee 

following equation: . - ^T'??'w>//»o %fcere v? is the viscosity of 

the mtHtm Sa tMdi th© sol is prepared; p is the dieleetrl© constant of 

tMs m&t'mi cmfi a sad H mm as p\*srlouely defined, She variables la tMs 

emsitiosu since S «« miniates! constant for all "runs*, art the jaigm** 

tlonal velocity and the viscosity, hlitm the* consfemto art emlmted* the 

psmetieal equation for calculating Urn mt& potential ‘bccosies 383 #1S17?-q# 

Viscosity varies uith temperature texts requiring ea ohservtmcs of the 

ioapemture at tee mA ext. each run* 

®ie sols iimotigated tsanai all negatively charge! an! teerefore 

tbs Mgmtlon mo domva?& in the, left hand aide of the IMa&s tmd ttmmrd 

In. flit right. Duplicate iscaijuresisnta mr© smd© In several Instenoes tad 

it tsas fount tlist seta potential mints we reproducible to vithin one 

niilimlt. 
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3X1 Results 

•a® data recorded and the results obtained In this research are 

listed in tabular and graphical torn* Wti& tables are self erplaimto^r# but 

tbs graphs may require slight clarification. a® seta potential Is plotted 

on tbs sane seals in a viarbieai direction, but the electrolyte eoncenhra- 

tton along Hi® horisoatal axis differs In scale with each graph depending 

on Hi® relative magnitude of the concentrations used, Zeta potential 1® 

plotted instead of the. custcejary mobility because in the absence of a con¬ 

stant tmpemture bath tho seta potential value® are mm significant as 

they include Hie variation tilth viscosity. 

WMM 2 

GQAmmTxm mitm mm mm HOURS mm ms mmm mm 

WSM SSE IXMBOESl^ WaB> 

(Values are given In miiiflmoin per liter) 

Salt m 

mi 

s® *g 

BaffiL, 
2 

b5.0 

o,s>6 

100*0 

2 m 

lt.0 

0.1% 
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6oM Sol <S « *101 

SO ce Sol + 0 CO of *8M Sucrose » KOI 

KC1 ' TSme Blets&ee 
*»&«** 

Velocity '"Vlsco'sity 
/me* _°f 

Seta 
Sfe** 

4*53 1950 1*015 
13*5 1830 
80.8 1830 *907 
30*8 i860 *843 

«43*5 I960 .69® 
«55*8 2800 *605 
«67*S 1800 *983 

5.01 30.0 •im 
5*48 30*0 .7679 
4*59 33*0 .7503 
4*53 31*5 ,7760 
3*49 33.0 .7503 
3*38 33*0 .7503 
3*04 33*0 .7503 

48.4 
50*4 
45*1 
40.6 
33*5 
38.8 
31*0 

♦ H «* 1.08 
**«*#*• « « * * * *-* 

5 83 ,1074 

00 00 Sol 4* 8 ce of *PB Sucrose ♦ BaCl« 
t ,.. -..^..^-1 . ] - ;,- -r- -.i--——       fi 

BaOlp 
<xmc« ... 

mm 
eec* 

Mstsaee 
. ,■ 

•Veleclty MQ* 
*0. 

VlecGSity Seta 

**.000 2800 2.08© 6.00 31*9 .7760 56*3 
.000 2800 1*203 6.84 33*0 *7583 56,8 
.067 1740 MB 4 M 38,0 .7679 45.0 

**.130 i860 .778 4*38 31.0 *7840 39.6 
*130 1830 .778 4*85 33.0 *7583 38*7 
*164 i860 *758 4*06 30.0 *7679 37*8 
.195 1800 ,626 3.48 31.5 *7760 38.6 
.057 8040 *670 3*08 31*0 •784a 31.1 
*317 2860 •663 3*05 31*0 *7840 30.8 
*378 i860 .605 3*05 31.5 .7760 30.5 

e# & Sacroae added to ml 
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Seleaitsi Sol 

Tmm m 

“S * .121 

20 cc Sol * 2 m <ofr »2§t Sucrose * KOI 

KC1 " 
coste*........ .. .. . .see* . t 

ImtttkMr 
 fiBU 

Velocity 
  /■$€?■ O* 

" #e»b. 0* 
Viscosity ' 2eta 

„ro* r 

22.8 3830 1.1m 6.3? 33.0 .75?3 5S.G 
43.5 1890 1.080 9.72 33.5 *?44? 51.5 
63.8 1800 5.04 33.5 ♦144? 45.4 
83.4 mo 4,80 34.0 .7371 42,8 
102 1800 ♦583 3.24 35*5 .7155 28.1 
111 .605 

a- 

3.10 

*%*♦**•# #««**' 

34*0 .7371 27*7 

m ee Sol ❖ 2 00 of *£S4 Sucrose ♦ B&OIp 

SSI' 
cose# 

iism 
000# 

xilstance 
csu 

Velocity ' 
/see# 

r St®, 
“0, 

,I' ’viscosity 
OP* 

Seta 
ser. 

,000 1920 1.253 6.53 32,0 .7679 60,7 
*337 3830 4,?2 32,0 ,7679 43.8 
,489 1920 .864 4,50 32.5 .7601 41,4 
.80? iBm ,756 4.20 32.5 .7601 38.6 

1.59 1800 M3 346 31.0 .7840 33U9 
1.9? 1800 .583 3.24 31.5 ,7760 30.4 
2,16 23m •626 a,98 32,0 ,7679 27.7 
2,34 1830 ,540 2,95 38.0 .7679 27.4 





TABJE W 

Sil^CT Sol 

' 15 

m *121 

go 00 Sol * g oc of .at Ba&mm + KQ1 

m  
©000* 

taro 
see* 

Distance 
©. 

Telocity 
/m&* 

®@s©  PG* 
' Tlieaiiity ■ 

©f. 
mu 
m* 

8.86 1800 ,64a 3*60 m*o •?6?9 33.4 
4.53 WOO .648 %m 38.0 • .?6?9 33.4 
C.TT i860 .562 3* OS 33.0 .7523 27.5 
>02 i860 .56s 3*02 31*3 •T?60 28.3 
n* s I860 *686 3.3? 33.5 .744? 30.3 
13.5 1800 .605 3.36 3M .7371 30.0 

****«*#*«*# 

SO 60 Sol 4> 8 «Q of ffiK Sucrose * BsOlg 

SsOlg 
©000. 

ais 
000. 

 Distance ' 
m* 

 vslodity' 
fwm* 

fmp* ” 
*c. 

Viecoolty 
op* 

getsT' 
w* 

.000 1770 ,605 3.4s 31*0 ,7040 38.4 
,086 1800 .583 3,24 32.0 *7679 30.1 
.052 1560 .475 3,04 30*0 *8007 89*4 
.Of? 1500 .432 8*88 31.0 *7840 27*3 
,108 1680 *432 2,6? 29,0 .8100 86.4 
,107 1710 ,360 8,13 29*5 ,8094 21,0 
1151 1740 *309 2.23 30.0 21*6 
,176 1740 .389 2,23 32,0 *7679 20.8 
♦800 17X0 *389 2,2? 33.0 .7523 20.? 
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The results ultix the gpld earl selenium mlm mm to confirm our 

hypothesis that if the sol is of a monodloperse nature, the eeta potential 

approaches a constant critical mine stogardieggs of the electrolyte used# 

This heads us to the statement that the silver ml must act have been of the 

desired degree of mnofiispersity, thus violating our asrnsaption and there* 

fore exhibiting the mm anomalous behavior vith the trnmmlmt potassium 

dilorlde as reported by previous investigators* iww, 1he favorable 

result® obtained vith tm of the three sols under mitoiteatie® greatly 

strengthens our belief that the mrsodisperse character of a colloidal sub* 

fitauee til eliminate the peculiarities la the critical seta potential com¬ 

monly observed then a poly disperse hydroj^toMc sol Ia coagulated vith salt© 

of a mmmlmt cation. 

®ha curves obtained la all esses do sat deviate froa those ex** 

posted or predicted* Stone frith barim chloride as the- coagulating 

electrolyte duplicate the observations of Briggs to a great extent. The 

silver eol-potasslum chloride curve is as expected of a polydisporas sol, 

ml the curves of gold end selenium sola vith potassium chloride ore in 

accord with cur predictions. 
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3BV Discussion 

Sher© have been raany attempts to imtionallae the ebnozml he** 

havior of motive sole toward salt© of noaomlent cations by attribut¬ 

ing tlie stability of bydrepiiobic colloid® to factors other than the sets 

pot@f3Et.Ml« pnd by deriving ottes* mvi soore ccsaplet© equations to yy 

the Inconsistencies. 

Site® and Korff3^ prefer to regard the stability of a sol 

systeia as dependent on the energy required to bring together two colloidal 

particles against the action of their electric field. 3Ms energy A nay 

he ©stressed % the fallowing fonaula: #. « C $*{&. in which K is proportional 

to (cas52’^S where c is the scad z is the valency of the ions 

present in the aqueous phase. It can he seen that small concentrations 

of electrolyte would, greatly influence the value ©f K hut the zeta poten¬ 

tial Itself would he relatively unaffected. Ibis hypothesis was tested 

by Ellers and Eorff for several sol systems where the seta potential was 

not constant at the retaliation point. In particular, they recalculated 

the data obtained by Pouia^ with m arsenic trleulfld© sol end succeeded 

in atoning that the ratio &*/k mo mm nearly a constant than the value 

of 

With these results, Bite® and Korff defend their hypothesis of 

the dependency of stability on the energy required to bring two particles 

together, hub in reality their views are restricted to special cases 

since it is obvious that, with sols whose seta potential is constant at 
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the coagulation point, their equation Is not applicable. Also the equa¬ 

tion lilies an infinite energy of oeparation of too colloidal particles 

tom toer© is m -electrolyte present, which toes not account for the ob- 

scumble fact that lyophoblo colloidal aystaaa baton® mom instable with 

tin** 

Briggs? attributes stability to the electric Char®® m the par¬ 

ticle sad therefore the repulsive force present between any tm particles, 

work (jtli) tons during coagulation is the product of the in-tofacial 

tension (cu) end the difference In tins surface exposed to to© mti&m 

before tod. after coagulation (Sb-Sa)} and this work, V , *» <ri (Sb-Sa), 

tost be 0cmiBT than the work required to bring to© particles together, 

which is the integral of the repulsive force separating thus} 

We - C /' dr 
u A 

toera e is to© charge per area on to© surface of to© parfeiclej r is to© 

distance between to© centers of repulsion} and D is the dielectric con¬ 

stant of to® radium* fo explain toe decrease in stability with time, 

Briggs Introduces to© idea that a certain number of particles have suf¬ 

ficient kinetic energy to overcome to© repulsive fore© sedating them 

thus producing a slow coagulating process* 

KTuyt? postulates on Increase in dielectric constant tocn large 

concentmtions of electrolyte are nececsary to produce coagulation of a 

sol, toil© Mukherjee sad coworkers believe that s» increase in dielectric 

constant dene would not account for toe previously observed results# In¬ 

stead to# latter believe tost the? stabilising action of toe chloride ion 

opposes toe precipitating action of the potassium ion, thus producing the 



inconsistency la the critical mines. 

ihee© opinions of various iamstipitors or© attempts to account 

for the high seta potential values noted when salts of mtmmlmt cations 

are used to ccsgolst® sols* and to find a constant factor Is© which the 

stability of sols wm be attributed. However* tbs nature of the sol it¬ 

self sew ®e«3 to be considered. my or all of the views previously 

expressed stay bo necessary to explain the stbmxmOMim of polydiaperss 

solai but if »1® ert prepared so that they arc sufficiently ttxmodisperae* 

the critical gets potential values are constant and no inconsistencies 

exist. 

Weiner* Milligan* and Coppoc^ In studio® of the adsorption 

of electrolytes In the coagulation process found that polydisperse sols 

exhibit stasis® ccagulative properties in that the larger particles 

precipitate first. Coagulation then proceeds in a selective Banner with 

particles of ever decreasing else precipitating in order. Moat of the 

sol - coagulates in e rather narrow range but the joint of cosaplet© eoagu- 

Xaticn w&$ be at a cxmcentmblon of electrolyte $0 to ICO pa? cent above 

that necessary to precipitate 0 per cent of the sol. 

M mmMmmh&m of these obscurations* it is possible that 

the critical seta potential values of polydisparse cols* which require 

high concentrations of potaasius florid© for coagulation* -differ with 

those obtained by coagulation with sraltivalent cations la that aobility 

mmmmim mm being jdads on the saaller particles of a polydlepevse 

sol. If this asasaptioa is true* it can readily be seen that the effect 

of measuring tho esoMlity of anaHer end amUer particles with .increas¬ 

ing electrolyte concentmtion would appose the ordinsrlXy expected 
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decrease In srohility, and the final result uould he a relatively hi# 

critical nobility or critical seta potential value. Such action uould 

act he detected oitb salts of polyvalent cations since, even though the 

coagulation poets© is chill stepwise and the point of complete coagula¬ 

tion is tall shove the point of smsteua eoagiiMtfon, the electrolyte con# 

cenfcraiion is relatively lew* 

the ooncluslon evolving fresa this recess# is that wimdi^ersity 

of a mptiwly charged Piloid is of ntanet itassMrtanee in detemining the 

ertbtel seta potential win® tilth salts of nonowlent imrgpnio cations 

as coa^slatiag electrolytes. With maodlaperalty as ® prerequisite, they® 

1© as ansraalous behavior tilth potassium ehXoridej critical gate potential 

values are constant regardless of the electrolyte used; and the seta po¬ 

tential as defined by the HeMJOltKfi0-&KJludK«#i etustioas, 'S *■ 

nay he considered as the primary stabilising facts®' for lyoptobi® colloids. 
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3U negatively cJisrged sole imv© given inamDiotent critical 

seta potential values vhea coagulated with ©alias- of Esonovnlept inorganic 

cations* SMs abnormal behavior is attributed to their polydlsperse 

character** 

S. ■ teonodispers© sols of ©aid, selenium* and silver ma?e p*©** 

pared* mA their mobilities tore msaearod is a modified Burton U-tube By 

the mereseopie moving boundary method. rotaesiua and barium elilordde 

mra used as coagulating electrolytes. 

3* ffbt calculated critical seta potential values of the gold 

and selenium sols were constant regardless of the electrolyte used* Be** 

suits obtained vlth the silver ml indicate that it ms not sufficiently 

aDnodlsperse. 

h* With cols of uniform particle else, there is no ancwlous 

behavior of tbe critical seta potential vesues with monovalent electrolytes, 

5* A return to the concept of the seta potential as the stabi¬ 

lising factor of lyophoblc colloids is advocated. 
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Si© author desires to Ma gratitude to Sir, H. B. 
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